
#

50

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6015 237 4.71 1.61 31 5/8 10 28.5 6.98 4.2 113 22

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
COD, Diagnosis, Play Speed, Competitive Toughness, UOH, Pursuit Angles, Open Field 

Tackling, Man Coverage, Zone Coverage 

WORST

ILB

Hybrid 3-4 with multiple coverage/blitz schemes 

2016 Knee- Injured W9 + Out W10 + Knee- Questionable- Didn’t Start but Played W12-

W14 2017- No significant Injuries 2018- Left Ankle- Questionable but Started W10-11 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

3rd year starter, played 48 games with 42 starts. In 2018, he started all 16 games in his first season under DC

Mike Pettine and LB Coach Patrick Graham, and 3rd season under HC Mike McCarthy before he was fired.

Played mostly Strong ILB in their 3-4 Base, but also played effectively on the Weak side, and the Middle of their

Dime/Nickel packages. Primarily a multiple Zone-Blitz defense playing Cover-2/3/4. Was asked to show blitz in

the A-Gap often before dropping into coverage. Good AA; good burst & foot speed with very good COD &

agility. Solid size and length with solid build and very good hand size. Very good communication pre-snap with

all levels of defense. Good vs run at POA; good mental processing to read blocks & diagnose, keys Guards & RBs

first steps, very good play speed to work through traffic & leverage proper gaps vs downhill Gap/Iso schemes,

and good burst through Zone blocking gaps with good contact leverage against OL. Very good competitive

toughness; good physicality to take on OL with good lower body and core strength with solid arm strength to

attack, and plays with a hi-motor even when games are one-sided. Displays good UOH & very good hand size to

grab stronger OL’s chest & shed in any direction, and shows good push and pull technique to disengage. Good

physical tackler after shedding, he wraps up and drives through ball carriers to minimize YAC. Very good vs

outside run; good diagnosis, maintains good outside leverage as Force defender, good quick feet, very good play 

speed on his shuffle & alley pursuit, very good angles & stays 3 yards behind wide runs to eliminate cutbacks.

Very good open field tackling; he stays square with good physicality & wrap up vs all ball carriers. Very good

man coverage; physical with RB at LOS from backfield release, good understanding of RB route tree, very good

COD at the top of routes to minimize separation from athletic TEs/RBs/WRs, with good foot speed & angles to

stay on shallow crossers. Good in Zone; good physicality to maintain inside leverage vs TEs/RBs, with good

range he can show blitz at LOS then he opens towards the wide side & sprints to deep middle in Cover-2, good

at passing off & receiving shallow WR/TE routes as a Hook/Curl defender in Cover 3/4 & communicates while

doing so, very good at reading and moving with QBs eyes, and good transition quickness to close on passing

targets. Good ball skills; quick reaction to find ball, solid tracking concentration & hands to make plays on tip-

drill, good drive through targets as the ball arrives, sticks arm in as he arrives to force ball out, and solid at

attempting to rip ball out. Solid Blitzer; good burst & motor, solid timing, tries to use hard step to set up move

across OLs face, good physicality and power to fight through blocking RBs, and a good finish. Aggressive play

style, can get washed out of play when aggressive near LOS, and inconsistent gap integrity from the backside as

he over pursues Pulling Guards & Zone runs away from him. Elusive RBs with very good mental processing can

use their footwork before or after they receive the ball to manipulate his gap integrity as he tries to do too

much and bites on counters or hard steps. When tracking ball carriers across LOS he can get walled off by

blockers he doesn’t see coming. Option heavy offenses effect his play speed; he is slower to process and

diagnose Options/RPOs. He plays too high when coming downhill aggressively without breaking down before

contact & can be juked by RBs/WRs with good elusiveness. In Zone he can be manipulated, his eyes get stuck on

the QB, adequate at turning head to read route progressions that aren’t developing in front of him as a

hook/curl defender in Cover-3/4, and adequate awareness on scramble drills as eyes stay locked onto QB & he

doesn’t find receiving targets. In the NFL, a very good starting Strong/Weak ILB in a 3-4 base, that you can win

because of due to his run diagnosis and play speed to aggressively fill with a downhill play style. Very good Man

Coverage vs good TEs and RBs to mirror them consistently, and good Zone coverage with pattern matching

ability vs shallow routes and good range on deeper drops. He struggles at getting washed out of plays due to his

aggressive style of play, QBs can manipulate him with their eyes, and is slower to process RPO/Option offenses. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

48

Games Started

42

Games Won

Backside Gap Integrity, Processing Option/RPO Offenses, Coverage on Scramble Drill 

PROJECTION Very good starting Strong/Weak ILB in a 3-4 base, that you can win because of due to his 

run diagnosis and play speed to aggressively fill with a downhill play style. Very good Man 

Coverage vs good TEs and RBs to mirror them consistently, and good Zone coverage with 

pattern matching ability vs shallow routes and good range on deeper drops. He struggles at 

getting washed out of plays due to his aggressive style of play, QBs can manipulate him 

with their eyes, and is slower to process RPO/Option offenses. 

2018: vs. MIN, at LAR, at SEA, vs. ATL, at CHI

22

Winning %

46%

Positions Started

INJURIES

(2017-2018) Started All Games (2017) 142 Combined Tackles- T2nd in NFL + 94 Solo 

Tackles- T3rd in NFL + 10 TFL- T10th in NFL (2018) 5 Sacks- Career High + 144 Combined 

Tackles- 2nd in NFL + 91 Solo Tackles- 6th in NFL + 10 TFL- T13th in NFL 

Green Bay Packers16-4th-GB

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Stanford (CAST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Martinez, Blake

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

LB
DOB (Age)

1-9-94 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Bugas, Chase

TEAM


